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Amman - The Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
Knowledge Center (TAG-KC) has
offered various training courses in
February through blended learning
(online and face-to-face), including
the following:
• Continuing to offer courses
under
the
diplomas
that
have started in the past few
months. This includes the
Human Resources Policies and
Procedures Course, Human
Resources Analysis Course,
Training
and
Development
Course, Human Resources Audit
Course, Human Resources Excel
Course, and Organizational
Structures Course under the
Human Resources Diploma; and
Scientific Translation Course,
Press
Translation
Course,

•
•
•
•

Visual and Audio Translation Course, and Legal Translation Principles
Course under the Translation Diploma. The number of participants in
the previous courses has been 167 male and female trainees.
Offering the Translation of Military and Security Texts Course (Part
3) for the trainees of the Translation Diploma from the Armed Forces.
Offering the Positive Thinking Course, attended by 14 male and female
students.
Offering the TAG Path to Success Course that includes many basic
skills courses, with the participation of the 19 male and female trainees.
Holding the final exam of the Human Resources Diploma, with the
participation of 16 male and female trainees.
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Courses offered in cooperation between “TAG-KC” and “AJYC” in
February

The Talal Abu Ghazaleh Knowledge Center (TAG-KC), in cooperation with
the All Jordan Youth Commission (AJYC), has offered in February the English
Language Course (Level 3) in Ma’an Governorate, with the participation of 23
male and female trainees.
The two sides are planning to offer various courses in the upcoming months,
including the English language, Artificial Intelligence (AI), training of
instructors, cellular applications, and entrepreneurship courses.
The various training courses will be held in the AJYC’s offices spread throughout
the different governorates of the Kingdoms.
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Activities of Knowledge Stations in February

1. TAG-KC signs a cooperation agreement with Hareer Initiative for Social
Development to offer training courses for the volunteers of the initiative.
2. Graduating the officers of the Royal Medical Services after completing a
training course entitled, “Training and Development”, with the participation
of 20 participants.
3. The Knowledge Stations in the governorates have been approved as distribution
centers of TAG-Tech devices, including TAGITOP EDU, which will be
available through “Easy Installments” Plan, with zero interests.
4. Finalizing a number of training courses offered in various governorates of
the Kingdom for the volunteers of the AJYC in the fields of programming,
training of instructors, and English language.
5. Offering a number of training courses in Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge
Stations. Two-hundred forty participants have taken part in the various
courses, which have been held throughout the Kingdom.
6. Inaugurating training courses in Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Stations in
the different governorates of the Kingdom.
7. The marketing team of the Knowledge Stations of the Talal Abu-Gahzaleh
Knowledge Center have intensified their efforts to market the training courses
at the largest scale possible among the local community members.
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